DREAM VALLEY LIFE 2018
AGREEMENT
Kristina Mareen Buddeberg
tina@dreamvalley.no
www.dreamvalley.no
Homephone: 004762464055
Handy 004799483557
Drømmedalen,
Finnstadveien 492
N-2477 Sollia
Norwegen
BANK CONNECTION:
Sparebanken Hedmark, Koppang
Postboks 203,
2302 Hamar
IBAN: NO62 1822 1775 232
BIC/SWIFT - adresse: SHEDNO22

Date:

Name of Dreamvalley Life Attendant (called ‘DLA’from now on):
Adress:
Telephones:
Telephone of close family contact:
e-post adress:
LENGTH OF STAY:
from - to :
DESCRIPTION:
You are welcome to take part in life just as it is in Dreamvalley from
moment to moment, from day to day, from season to season. You are
free to participate or to retreat, maybe concentrate on your own work
such as writing, painting, reading. In wintertime a ski track passes right
behind the farm. Rondane Nationalpark is situated close by.
The herd is the circular turning point of our daily rhythms – herd
observations, creativity and learning beyond the conventional ways are
a recurring theme in our discussions and activities. Also the inner focus
with help of meditation and yoga is a continual praxis. The work
(depending on seasons) consists of feeding, mucking, chopping wood
or building fences, building up the farm and fertilizing the earth. We go
for excursions into wilderness with and without the horses. We usually
cook together around a campfire in the summer, on the wood stove
during wintertime.
Your will live in a very simple style, with outdoor bathroom and kitchen,

in a mongolian tent or a basic cottage. Maybe you even want to build
your own tree house? And if you wish a complete retreat you are
welcome to stay at the little mountain farm situated 4 km further up the
hills close to the beautiful lake Finnsjøen and enjoy complete time off.
You may experience how little a person needs when connected to
nature.
Tina is NOT a teacher in Being with Horses, but she will explain her
handling and path with the horses as well as possible. Your perception
and observation skills can thus be refined during your stay.
COSTS:
The longer you stay the cheaper it gets. Up to one week you pay Kr.
550.- per day, for up to two weeks you pay Kr. 450.-, up to three weeks
Kr. 350.-, from four weeks and onward: Kr. 300.- per day.
The price includes everything: vegan food, firewood, logding,
electricity, gas, internet, household items, participation at yoga and
meditation sessions, excursions, campfires, adventures, art events etc.
etc. . The food is vegan and as environmental friendly as possible. Milk
products and the like will not be ordered, but alternatives to milk and
cheese will be produced in a vegan way. Dream valley does not buy
sugar, chocolate, sweets and coca cola etc. If the DLA wants to eat
something different she/he has to bring or order this by her/him-self.
Food is ordered once a week and arrives every thursday afternoon.
Payment is done in advance for the whole Dreamvalley life period by
online banking. 20% of the whole amount has to be transferred when
booking your stay and latest 21 days before arrival, the resting 75 % can
either be transferred or brought cash at arrival.
INTERNET / USE OF W-LAN
Dreamvalley has W-lan, the price is included in the daily price.
ALL TERRAIN VEHICLE /ATV
Dreamvalley owns an electrical all terrain vehicle, but it is currently
broken. The buss station is sited 6 km away from Dreamvalley. If
someone wants to be fetched or brought with the ATV she/he pays Nkr.
50.- per trip one way. This is payed at departure. (During winter this is
impossible because of the weak battery power.) it is not possible to loan
the ATV for own trips. Bicycles may be used for that.
INSURANCE
Dream valley wants here with to point at that handling of horses can
involve high risks. The DLA’s have to follow the safety instructions by
Dreamvalley in any situation when handing horses or tools. Dreamvalley
takes NO RESPONSIBILITY WHATSOEVER if something should happen to
the DLA’s, their animals, toothed people, or any kind of things. If the
DAL happens to damage something owned by Dreamvalley she/he is
asked to replace or repair the item. If Dreamvalley uses an item of a
visitor it is Dreamvalleys’ responsibly if the item should happen to be

damaged. DLA’s are responsible to arrange their own insurance
agreements.
CANCELLATION
This agreement can be cancelled by both parts by a formal written
letter/mail. A cancellation before arrival has to happen at least 21 days
before arrival. The booking fee - 25 % of the whole self cost fee will be
kept at any case. If cancellation has been made 21 days before arrival
only the 25 % will be retained by Dreamvalley. If the DLA cancels her/his
stay later than 21 days or arrival she/he has to pay the self costs for the
whole remaining period. If Dreamvalley cancels the stay Dreamvalley
will pay back the daily fee minus the 25 % booking fees from the day of
departure on.
PROLONGING OF AGREEMENT
It is possible to prolong your stay by a spoken and then written
agreement by both parts.
SIGNATURE:
I declare hereby that I accept these conditions:
date, signature of the Dreamvalley Life Attendant:
date, signature by Tina Buddeberg for Dreamvalley:

